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partnership is essential in humanitarian action. No single agency is able 
to tackle the increasing humanitarian needs by itself, certainly in the case of 
mega disasters such as the floods in pakistan or more recently the famine in 
the Horn of africa. for the last decade, and especially since the Indian ocean 
tsunami, traditional humanitarian actors have worked hard to strengthen their 
cooperation in emergencies. the uN-led humanitarian reform resulted in the 
establishment of clusters for coordination of activities, the search for ways 
to improve humanitarian leadership and the quest for predictable and rapid 
financing through the wider use of pooled funds.

In addition, in 2007 the uN, red Cross and Ngos agreed on the principles 
of partnership (pop): equality, transparency, results-oriented approach, 
responsibility and complementarity. Ngos are convinced that effective forms 
of partnership will lead to overall greater aid effectiveness, benefiting crisis-
affected populations. However, is partnership between traditional humanitarian 
actors sufficient? what about cooperation with other civil society actors? and 
to what extent is partnership with donors possible? the first articles in this issue 
reflect on various modes of collaboration between Ngos, while other articles 
look into partnerships with the uN, donors and private partners.

In the ‘View on the eu’ section, we are proud to present an interview 
with Kristalina georgieva, eu Commissioner for International Cooperation, 
Humanitarian aid and Crisis response. In the interview, the Commissioner sets 
out her views on partnership - particularly relevant as the humanitarian aid 
department of the european Commission works with about 200 partners - and 
reflects on other current eu humanitarian topics.

lastly, the field focus looks at the crisis in yemen, where current violent 
opposition aimed at toppling the regime is further worsening the on-going 
humanitarian crisis in the country.

VoICe out louD aims to contribute to the understanding of the 
professional reality of humanitarian Ngos and to give an insight into relevant 
humanitarian issues, relying upon the experience and input of VoICe 
members. It is addressed to european decision makers and other stakeholders 
of the humanitarian community, as well as the wider interested public. 
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  VOICE stands for Voluntary Organisations in Cooperation 

in Emergencies. It is a network representing 83 European non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs) active in humanitarian aid worldwide. VOICE is the 
main NGO interlocutor with the European Union on emergency aid, relief, 
rehabilitation and disaster risk reduction. As a European network, it represents 
and promotes the values and specificities of humanitarian NGOs, in collaboration 
with other humanitarian actors. 

VoICe
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Humanitarian agencies have not only been innovative in terms of practice but also with respect 
to inventing new concepts. one of these is the concept of partnership. generally speaking, 

partnership is not only desirable but also necessary. If one assumes that resources are getting scarcer 
and that collective action (from systematic coordination to joint project implementation) leads to 
greater efficiency if not effectiveness, then partnership may indeed be necessary. However, as is 
often the case, broad concepts, as attractive as they may sound, are difficult to translate into practice. 
moreover, partnership is what people make of it. partnerships cannot be established from one day to 
another. even if the potential partners commit themselves to joint activities, this might be insufficient. 
If their expectations and aspirations do not match, partnership may even be counterproductive. In a 
recent paper, Hearn and mendizabali proposed a number of criteria for making networks operational. 
these five criteria (knowledge management, amplification and advocacy, community building, 
convening, and mobilising resources) can easily be used as a guideline for the various types of 
partnerships organisations envisageii.

 In reality there are different kinds of partnerships, at different levels, which all have particular 
opportunities and challenges. a first level is the relationship between donors and humanitarian agencies. 
a second is the relationship between the humanitarian agencies themselves, as well as between 
the staff at headquarters and in the field. thirdly, there is the relationship between international 
humanitarian organisations and so-called local organisations: the potential partners in the countries 
where the international humanitarian organisations intervene. and finally there is the relationship 
between humanitarian organisations and governments (or the actors controlling the affected territory). 
one can easily agree that partnership as a general principle is necessary and desirable in order to 
improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness of emergency relief aid based on the principles of 
humanitarian action. but there are problems, some of which are briefly discussed below.

If the general observation of the politicization of humanitarian aid is in fact a reality, the way donors 
allocate their resources is the most important challenge to this particular partner relationship. but 
even if the donors and the humanitarian agencies agree on the (non-politicised) priorities for specific 
emergencies, administrative requirements may again work against partnership. the fpaiii working 
group of VoICe has been working for a number of years towards an adaptation of the administrative 
rules of eCHoiv which matches the reality in the field. Nobody would deny the need for clear rules and 
procedures in the financing of emergencies, but not every rule and procedure imposed on the recipient 
humanitarian organisations may be meaningful from the perspective of effective aid. 

partnership between humanitarian organisations is a second dimension. the diversity of Ngos, for 
example, may be a barrier to partnerships. one of the most contested issues is the notion of neutrality. 
but there is also a practical aspect that makes partnership difficult, namely the different internal rules 
and regulations that Ngos have. moreover, Ngos seem to have a tendency to stress their differences 
rather than their commonalities. 

a third kind of potential partnership is between international humanitarian organisations and their 
local counterparts, yet this one is very often difficult to implement. one aspect may be the level of 
qualification of the local partners- even if there are numerous cases showing that national Ngos have 
achieved a high degree of professionalism, for example in pakistan, bangladesh or malaysia. However, 
donors, it seems, are generally reluctant to fund these partnerships which may include training for the 
local partner. 

finally, there is the partnership with the governments or other actors in the countries of 
intervention. while this is important, the issue of sovereignty and political strategies may still limit the 
operating space of humanitarian agencies.

given these difficulties, it may be worthwhile looking more closely at the principles on which we 
base our partnerships. It is evident that a partnership requires some up-front costs. but in the longer 
run the returns may be much larger than the initial investment. In addition, especially with the so-called 
‘local partners’, this may silence the critique of western domination; a critique which both donors and 
humanitarians have to take seriously. 

Wolf-Dieter Eberwein
President of VOICE

From the VoICe PresIdent
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i  Background Note “Not everything 
that connects is a network”. oDi, 
London, May 2011.

ii  For an overview of these different 
types as well as case studies on 
partnerships in practice, see e.g. 
oDi, Humanitarian exchange 50, 
April 2011

iii  Framework Partnership Agreement.
iv  The humanitarian aid department 

of the european commission.
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in the form of consortia. while consortia are not a 
new phenomenon in humanitarian aid, they have 
occurred more frequently in longer term and large 
scale development initiatives than in humanitarian 
responses. If what happened in pakistan is the start 
of a new trend, it is essential that we reflect on the 
advantages and challenges of this model. 

from a donor perspective, consortia may make 
a lot of sense. they allow a smaller number of 
larger grants to be disbursed - transferring the 
administrative burden of grant management from 
the donor to the lead agency, allowing donors to 
‘go to scale’ in response to major disasters in a 
way that is manageable and capable of allocating a 
greater percentage of their budget through Ngos.  

for the alliance2015 members, despite a tradition 
of cooperation in emergencies, it was the first 
time all agencies with an emergency mandate 
(aCteD, Cesvi, Concern worldwide, pIN and 
welthungerhilfe) would work together in a 
Consortium to respond to a large scale disaster. we 
had to rapidly adapt our partnership commitments. 
this required a clear articulation of the particular 
competencies that we would bring to improving the 
overall impact of collective action. It also brought 
up specific challenges in relation to how we would 
develop joint programme plans and budgets in the 
very tight timeframe implied by the emergency. 
In line with the growing tradition of cooperating 
in response to emergencies, pakistan saw the first 
consortium response involving the five alliance2015 
members with an emergency mandate (aCteD, 
Cesvi, Concern worldwide, people in Need and 
welthungerhilfe). 

working as part of a consortium brought some real 
advantages: 
•  It allowed smaller organisations or partners 

with limited operational capacity, to position 
themselves as part of a much larger response and 
to access funding they might not have otherwise 
received. this allowed a larger overall operation 
and greater impact on beneficiaries. 

•  Joint assessments and negotiations on the most 
effective response helped ensure a more holistic 
response, building on the competencies of each 
organisation. 

•  It avoided duplication and reduced competition 
between the partners. 

•  In some cases, it allowed economies of scale and 
greater learning from each other.

•  The intensive cooperation fostered a strong team 
spirit and opened opportunities for learning, 
advocacy and new initiatives. 

an increasing number of disasters, of greater 
complexity and impact, and a general 

deterioration in security have combined to make 
the operating environment of humanitarian action 
increasingly challenging. yet the last twenty years 
have seen an amazing growth in both the number 
of humanitarian actors and the overall value of 
their operations. the number and variety of actors 
are still growing fast, contributing to increasing 
competition for resources, operating space and 
profile, and related difficulties in achieving the 
efficient leadership and coordination essential to 
large scale emergency responses. 

faced with these challenges, some agencies are 
looking at models of partnership as a way of 
ensuring increased coordination, effectiveness and 
impact.

alliance2015 is a partnership of seven european 
Ngos working in the field of development 
cooperation and humanitarian response. the 
alliance2015 members are people in Need (pIN) 
from the Czech republic, IbIs from Denmark, 
aCteD from france, welthungerhilfe from 
germany, Concern worldwide from Ireland, Cesvi 
from Italy and Hivos from the Netherlandsi. In 
2010, the seven members had projects in 80 
countries, and a total income over €635 million. 

while striving to consolidate this partnership by 
developing new ways of working together, our goal 
is not to become a monolithic block, but to respect 
and benefit from the diversity of our member 
organisations’ areas of focus and expertise. by 
joining forces, our organisations can have greater 
impact without giving up individual philosophies, 
approaches or brands.

alliance2015’s joint experience in emergencies 
started in 2003 and has taken various forms since 
then, from peer funding, to staff secondment, 
joint assessments, operations and evaluations. 
each member’s emergency Coordinator/manager 
belongs to the alliance2015 emergency working 
group (ewg) which meets regularly and has 
conference calls within 48 hours of any emergency 
in which an alliance member is involved. the ewg 
has developed common procedures for emergency 
assessments, proposal and report writing and ways 
of working in co-operation.

the strength of this partnership was put to the 
test in the huge humanitarian response that 
followed the devastating floods in pakistan in 
2010, when some donors (e.g. eCHo) sought to 
encourage organisations to work in partnership, 

the AllIAnCe2015 PArtnershIP: A ConsortIum 
exPerIenCe In the 2010 PAkIstAn Flood resPonse
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‘ Some agencies are 
looking at models of 

partnership as a way 
of ensuring increased 

coordination, 
effectiveness and 

impact.(...) 
By joining forces, 
our organisations 
can have greater 
impact without 

giving up individual 
philosophies, 

approaches or brands’ 
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of respective obligations and ways of resolving 
disputes. abiding by such rules needs good 
peer knowledge and experience and good inter-
agency communications at all levels. 

the list of challenges could also include a number 
of issues that, in the midst of an emergency, can 
cause complications: the number of meetings 
needed to come to a joint agreement at times 
when cluster meetings alone could fill one’s day; 
any lack of mutual confidence in each other; 
different organisational cultures and approaches; 
and different sources of funding - with consequent 
potential conflicting priorities and reporting 
requirements. In the case of alliance2015 partners, 
these were mitigated by the early visit and support 
of members of the emergency working group and 
managers from respective head-quarters. 

Despite all of this, it is clear that working together 
as a consortium enabled all five agencies to 
respond in a way that addressed the immediate 
needs of a larger number of beneficiaries than 
would have been possible had we responded 
individually. 

we undertook an internal learning process that 
highlighted some frustration with the slow pace of 
establishing the first consortium agreement, when all 
of the challenges noted above had to be addressed 
for the first time. the initial slowdown could be an 
indicator of the limitations of consortia in the very 
first phase of an emergency unless the agencies 
have a robust joint emergency preparedness plan 
already in place. the time spent clarifying and 
resolving these issues in the initial period of the 
response meant that the implementation phase 
went extremely well and set an excellent foundation 
for future consortia applications. further, the fact 
that most alliance2015 members had other sources 
of funding meant that we were able to become 
operational before the consortium could be set in 
operation. 

most importantly though, we resolved these 
issues, and planning the second and third joint 
initiatives under eCHo funding became easier 
and allowed stronger synergies, division of labour 
and greater collective impact. this strengthens the 
argument for encouraging organisations to work 
together in emergency preparedness and Disaster 
risk reduction and for donors to support such 
essential efforts. 

Martine Billanou 
Senior Programme Officer

Alliance 2015
alliance2015.org

However, for five different organisations to work 
so closely together in new programme areas in 
response to a massive sudden-onset emergency, 
was also challenging and we feel that these 
challenges could potentially be true for a larger 
number of organisations:

•  Deciding to work together is one thing. Rapidly 
determining who does what and where is 
much more complex. agencies have different 
standards and ways of working, and it is only 
when entering operational partnerships that the 
nature of such differences appears. 

•  Selecting geographical and sectoral areas of work 
also depends on the overall coordination of actors 
- often complex in large scale emergencies. It is 
difficult, from the onset of the emergency, to plan 
in such a way that the different interventions will 
fit within the wider response and complement 
each other with an impact stronger than the sum 
of the parts.

•  The understanding and management of local 
partners may also be very different depending on 
individual approaches to partnership and access 
to capacity building funds.

•  The elaboration of the initial consortium 
agreement can be time consuming, including 
the process of selecting the lead agencyii: 
even in the case of alliance2015, where prior 
inter-agency agreements existed, none of them 
was designed to address the higher levels of 
responsibility taken by the lead agency and had 
to be strengthened.

•  Specific components of such agreements need to 
be considered:

•  The share of administration costs: fortunately, 
alliance2015 partners had devised a formula 
that applies to all consortia situations, takes into 
account the additional responsibilities held by 
the lead agency, and ensures that the other 
partners receive an allocation proportional to 
their engagement.

•  Harmonising reporting instruments: this was 
complex as systems differ between organisations. 
In pakistan, alliance2015 members devised a 
simple common monthly reporting format that 
allowed the lead agency and all members to 
keep track of overall progress. 

•  The size of the grant has a direct knock-on effect 
on the level of risk taken on by the lead agency 
as it would be held accountable if one of its 
partners failed to deliver on their intervention 
or to follow donor requirements. as such, clear 
criteria and agreements were needed in terms 
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‘ Agencies have 
different standards 

and ways of working, 
and it is only when 

entering operational 
partnerships that 

the nature of such 
differences appears’ 

i People in Need, AcTeD, 
Welthungerhilfe, concern Worldwide 
ireland and cesvii are Voice 
members.

ii Under ecHo rules, the Lead 
Agency is the contract signatory 
bearing full responsibility for the 
project.
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A PArtnershIP For suPPortIng humAnItArIAn 
VolunteerIng

         tHe Issue - partNersHIps for HumaNItarIaN aID

The European Voluntary Humanitarian Aid Corps was officially established via the Treaty of 
Lisbon, as a “framework for joint contributions from young Europeans to the humanitarian 

aid operations of the Union” (see also VOICE Position Paper). DG ECHO is tasked with developing 
the Voluntary Corps, and preparatory measures include pilot projects to explore possible aspects of 
how it might work, prior to drafting a legislative EC proposal on the Corps in 2012. 

One of the pilot programmes is managed via a partnership between the NGO Save the Children 
UK, the network of European universities providing humanitarian studies, NOHA (Network of 
Humanitarian Assistance) and Bioforce, a non-profit training institute specialising in humanitarian 
aid issues. We asked some of the stakeholders involved in the project to give us their views on the 
initiative.

the aim of our pilot project is ‘to build humanitarian talent, capacity and solidarity while contributing 
to the establishment of the Voluntary Corps’. 

this is a new partnership between three different specialised organisations from the humanitarian 
sector in a pilot programme designed to substantially enhance the calibre of humanitarian staff and 
leadership through rigorous training and experience. the ultimate aim is to improve the capacity of 
the eu to provide strong leadership and effective aid response to humanitarian crises and provide 
direct inputs to an eventual humanitarian voluntary corps. 

there are also three associate organisations involved in the project whose role is to host volunteer 
deployments in humanitarian contexts, which broadens the pan-european nature of the project; 
these are Caritas Czech Republic, Save the Children Denmark and Johanniter (Germany). Volunteer 
deployment placements are also being provided by International medical Corps (uK). several VoICe 
members are thus involved.

on the surface, no one would disagree about the theoretical benefits of working in a partnership: the added value and creative 
thinking, the extra capacity and resources. However, in order to ensure that the benefits are reaped from these relationships it is 
important to ensure that an appropriate time investment is made in order to put the foundation blocks in place. like the building 
of a house, a flimsy foundation will lead to a flimsy building, prone to collapse at the first sign of a storm. Cutting these essential 
corners could lead to the opposite of what was intended with a drain on time, people and resources. 

It’s tempting to gloss over banal issues such as terms of reference, decision making processes, contingency planning, risk assessments 
but they can save hours of deliberations and disagreements down the line. the international element brings a whole new dimension 
to partnership’s working, as issues such as time and location differences, managing remote relationships, employment law anomalies, 
pay differences and contrasting financial models can add a plethora of complexities to an already challenging landscape.

 

 WE ARE lEARNING THAT EFFECTIVE PARTNERSHIP REqUIRES:

•  Managing expectations and having a clear, agreed and written understanding of how the Partners will work together.

•  Realising that developing an effective partnership takes a great deal of time. 

•  Working out a decision making process and contingency plans when decisions cannot follow the usual process, 

•   Being mindful of different cultural ways of working and communicating. 

•   Recognising the importance of meeting face to face to build relationships and the “spirit” as well as the letter of partnerships

•   Being aware of employment and legislative differences in different countries

•  Costing differences in different projects

In summary, effective partnerships need significant organisational and personal investment in order to ensure that programmes have 
an impact and add maximum value. we look forward to capitalising on the diversity of our partnership to make our pilot project a 
success!!

Gillian O’Connell (Senior People Development and Training Manager) 
and Catherine Russ (Senior Humanitarian learning and Development Advisor), 

Save the Children UK, www.savethechildren.org.uk
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the new Voluntary Corps is a challenging and controversial reality. NoHa is aware 
of this and has decided to take active part in it in order to get the best of this new 
Humanitarian reality in europe. why is NoHa participating in this programme? because 
we believe in the professionalization of the humanitarian sector, and that means 
essentially appropriate values, knowledge, tools and accountability for new humanitarian 
actors. strong education and training is a condition ‘sine qua non’ to achieve this. NoHa 
can contribute more than 18 years of experience in educating humanitarian professionals 
across the world.

the Voluntary Corps was defined in the lisbon treaty in an ambiguous and generic way 
which leaves the door open for many interpretations. NoHa is committed to help in 
getting the most ambitious, rigorous and professional interpretation of it, and we want 
to do this in partnership with other key humanitarian actors. we believe that building a 
strong partnership among academia, training centres and practitioners, as well as donors 
is the best way to ensure a successful humanitarian programme. moreover, this kind 
of partnership enriches each partner while opening new dimensions and synergies to 
improve professionalization of the sector. 

NoHa is conscious that we all have a lot to learn; we are not convinced we have solutions 
to ‘square the Voluntary Corps circle’, but we are committed with the humanitarian 
sector, and want to contribute by offering our experience in high-level humanitarian 
education. this has been translated into a condensed course that Corps’ volunteers 
received in september 2011, which included the main topics of humanitarianism. our 
aim is to ensure that the volunteers deployed have a comprehensive perspective of the 
humanitarian world, as well as a humble and respectful position vis-à-vis the people they 
will be working with. In our view, this combination of excellent education and training 
and a set of personal attitudes are the essential basis for building professional and 
principled Voluntary Corps programme.

Fernando Almansa, Chief Executive Officer, NOHA, www.nohanet.org 

since its foundation in the 1950s, 
Johanniter-Unfall-Hilfe e.V. (‘Johanniter’) 
has relied on the dedication and support 
of volunteers, both for its work inside its 
native germany (where the organisation 
is strongly involved in civil protection 
activities) as well as outside europe, 
in humanitarian emergencies, youth 
work and care for the elderly and 
sick. on top of approximately 13.000 
permanent staff members and 22.000 
volunteers working closely together 
in Germany, Johanniter maintains a 
humanitarian volunteer programme 
which is coordinated by its Department 
for International assistance. Indeed, in 
addition to coordinating projects in 27 
countries worldwide, Johanniter already 
maintains and trains a pool of 170 
volunteers from different european 
countries, who support immediate relief 
efforts after disasters. furthermore, a 
trainee programme has been set up, 
offering newcomers a chance to start 
working in the humanitarian sector at 
field level.

our involvement in this pilot project 
therefore links our existing efforts with 
new opportunities and developments. 
we are excited to be part of promoting 
the idea of volunteerism, learning from 
each other and creating synergies 
between our existing programme, the 
pilot project initiative and its participating 
partners. through exploring the 
Voluntary Corps, Johanniter also wants 
to contribute to the development of the 
humanitarian sector, joining forces with 
other organizations 

Through this cooperation, Johanniter 
is interested to be part of developing 
and testing the implementation of 
the Voluntary Corps programme. for 
years, Johanniter has relied on a close 
partnership with Dg eCHo, VoICe and 
other networks. this pilot project offers 
a possibility to contribute in a truly 
european humanitarian aid operation. 
Johanniter is therefore supporting the 
identification, selection, and training of 
volunteers. we are proud that some 
of the first Voluntary Corps pilot 
deployments will be to Johanniter´s own 
field offices in pakistan, afghanistan, 
Haiti and Indonesia.

Sara Allkämper, Sandra lorenz 
and Sabine lurz, Department for 

International Assistance, Johanniter, 
www.juh.de 

the first volunteers in the framework of the 2011 pilot projects for the ‘european 
Voluntary Humanitarian aid Corps’ will be deployed in october. already 25 enthusiastic 
of these are currently following a one-month training programme. they will be part of 
the most tangible legacy of the european year of Volunteering 2011. 

we have gone a long way since the idea of the Corps first came up in 2004. since then 
“Why on earth should we use volunteers in EU Humanitarian Aid operations?”, was 
probably the mostly frequently asked question Dg eCHo has faced. the approach we 
have taken aims to provide a couple of answers to this fundamental question. 

why volunteers? the eu and its member states are still the biggest donors in the 
humanitarian field worldwide. we have high hopes that this becomes a programme 
of solidarity in action: the eu volunteers will add a human face to our efforts in this 
field, allowing europeans to contribute with their hands, in addition to our funds. and 
professionalism is of course key in humanitarian aid – but who said that well-trained and 
well-managed volunteers do not provide high quality services? 

what added value can the Corps bring? In the context of the first round of pilot projects 
several of the most professional and renowned humanitarian organisations have pooled 
their expertise to recruit, train and deploy volunteers together. we can start to see the 
Corps’ potential to generate this kind of partnership within the humanitarian family. 

It goes without saying that some answers still need to be found: How to tailor the 
programme best to real local needs and demands, in addition to the interest of keen 
europeans wanting to make a difference? Is there a place for Civil protection activities? 
what role could other actors such as the business sector play? so, there is plenty on 
our plate for the next round of pilot projects in 2012 that could explore some of these 
dimensions, before the Commission then proposes the final structure of the Corps. 

Markus Held (Focal point European Voluntary Humanitarian Aid Corps), DG ECHO, 
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/index_en.htm
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partnerships begin during emergencies, partners 
need to approach their relationships with a long-
term view and greater consistency. even in the 
midst of an emergency, it is possible to build the 
capacity of local partners, but often there is little 
time - and sometimes little funding - to focus on 
it successfully.

 VIEWS OF INTERNATIONAl AID WORKERS

Islamic relief asked some staff members to reflect 
on their experience with local partners. according 
to their responses, it appears that local partners 
are often more aware and knowledgeable about 
the status and living conditions of beneficiaries. 
at the same time, some partners may not have 
the capacity, access, and even local knowledge 
they claim. there may also be issues related to 
compliance with national regulations including 
registration. there is a need to make sure 
that local partners are neither subject to local 
pressures nor associated with any partisan 
leanings (e.g. tribe, party, class, etc. - to the 
exclusion of others). In the post-2001 context, 
it is of increased importance for muslim Ngos 
as well as others to ensure stringent background 
checks for any terrorist connections. 

International Ngos could benefit greatly from 
creating a database and shared institutional 
memory on acceptable local partners. It would 
also be useful to develop standard checklists to 
make quicker decisions about whether or not to 
enter a partnership in emergency contexts. local 
Ngos also increasingly expect their international 
partners to invest more time and resources 
in building their capacity. In this respect, 
organizations like the Humanitarian forumvi, 
a network uniting humanitarian organisations 
from the west and from the muslim countries, 
could serve as a model to build bridges and 
support better partnerships in aid delivery.

Sarah Douik
EU representative

Islamic Relief
http://www.islamic-relief.org.uk/

In 2010/2011, a combination of factors 
has resulted in increasing humanitarian 

needsi. as a result, there is even greater need 
to pool resources and skills together to ensure 
maximum efficiency of aid through quality 
partnerships. recent publicationsii highlight some 
of the challenges associated with adopting a 
partnership approach in rapid-onset emergencies, 
as coordination is often chaotic and effective 
communication may be challenging. some stress 
the challenge of engaging with local partners in 
a principled manner when there is real pressure 
to raise individual agency profiles to generate 
resources from the public or from donors.iii 

The term “partnership” is often used to refer 
to different types of relationships, either formal 
(i.e. legal contract) or informal (state of being 
a partner). by local partnerships, we mean 
a form of cooperation between international 
and local actors whereby two Ngos decide 
to pool funding, skills, and other resources, to 
achieve a common goal. the question is how 
can international Ngos maximise the benefits 
of building local partnerships and what are the 
challenges associated with interacting with local 
partners?

 VIEWS FROM lOCAl PARTNERS

As part of the “Listening Project”, Dayna Brown 
has gathered the perspectives of local people on 
what has worked well, what has not, and what 
can be done to make international aid more 
effective and more accountable.iv based on this 
study, it appears that local organisations often 
feel that there is a lack of respect and appreciation 
for their knowledge and contribution, and that 
they are rarely involved in decision-making 
processes with their international partners. 
also, donors and international aid agencies are 
frequently concerned with delivering aid and 
spending money quickly, and in this haste they 
do not spend enough time identifying good local 
partners and maintaining effective relationships 
with them.v 

According to the results of the “Listening 
Project”, the balance between trust and control is 
also important when trying to maintain effective 
partnerships. when international partners arrive 
for unannounced visits, their local partners may 
think it is because they are not trusted. Having 
effective monitoring systems in place does not 
have to reflect a lack of confidence or diminish 
the spirit of partnership. furthermore, even if 

loCAl PArtnershIPs 
In humAnItArIAn AId
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i  “Global Humanitarian context in 
2011 (ecHo Strategy)”, reliefweb.
int/node/378892

ii  Allen, R. (2011) “Partnerships in 
rapid-onset emergencies: insights 
from Pakistan and Haiti”, 
Humanitarian exchange Magazine 
50, www.odihpn.org/report.
asp?id=3217 

iii  Knudsen, c. (2011) “Partnership 
in principle, partnership in 
practice”, Humanitarian exchange 
Magazine 50 

iv  Brown, D. (2011)“Building 
effective partnerships: local views”, 
Humanitarian exchange Magazine 
50

v  ibid.
vi  www.humanitarianforum.org
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  CHAllENGES OF THIS NEW PARTNERSHIP

bearing in mind that implementation began only in 
2011, some of the challenges seen so far are:

•  It takes time to start working as a partnership. It 
requires discussions on key topics and approaches 
as well as joint decisions on strategies, objectives, 
methodologies, focus countries and funds.

•  Organisations working on DRR, CCA and/or EMR 
use different tools; those have to be shared, so that 
everyone understands them and good joint programme 
activities can be formulated, including new knowledge.

•  For proper monitoring and evaluation, all members of 
the pfr alliance need to use common methods and 
formats for reporting; these need to be developed.

 BENEFITS OF THE PFR PARTNERSHIP

•  the core value and benefit of the pfr partnership 
is its possibility for innovation: “A survey we did in 
southern Ethiopia showed that climate change impacts 
were killing livestock and increasing poverty and food 
shortages. The PfR alliance is the first chance we have 
to integrate environmental work in those areas, like 
river basin management, with disaster risk reduction.”iii 

 •  In the focus countries, cooperation between relevant 
civilian and governmental actors will be intensified for 
mutual learning and better impact of the programme.

•  In order to make the institutional environment 
more conducive to ecosystem-based DRR and CCA, 
dialogue between the government, civil society, private 
sector and knowledge centres will be promoted. these 
pfr’s country-based activities will be supplemented by 
a global strategy to disseminate experiences and ensure 
achievements are sustained and replicated.

•  Combining three extensive global networks on 
humanitarian and development work (red Cross 
red Crescent, Caritas Internationalis/ Cordaid, and 
Care) with the technical and specialist knowledge and 
advocacy experience of wetlands International and the 
red Cross red Crescent Climate Centre, will produce a 
comprehensive approach to Drr, climate adaptation 
and environmental protection. therefore best practices 
on ‘climate-smart Drr’ coming from this programme 
could be applied by other like-minded organisations.

 “What is special about this programme is the 
inclusion of ecosystem management in humanitarian 
and DRR work in the face of a changing climate. 
There will always be extreme weather, but the 
disasters it generates can be mitigated if we make 
sure ecosystems are as strong as they can beiv”. 
In this way the pfr programmev will contribute to 
increased disaster resilience.

Margot loof 
DRR Policy Advisor 

CORDAID
www.cordaid.nl

Natural and man-made disasters have 
increased exponentially over the past 

decades, with climate change contributing 
to extreme weather events. Disasters wipe out 
hard-won gains in poverty reduction and service 
provision. Degradation and loss of ecosystems have 
also intensified hazards which, when combined 
with vulnerability, cause disasters. but these impacts 
were rarely, if ever, addressed in a coordinated way 
in the same programme. 

to improve this situation, in 2010 five 
Netherlands-based humanitarian/development 
and environmental organisations have formed 
an alliance, the “Partners for Resilience” (PfR) 
alliance, to reduce the impact of hazards on 
vulnerable communities. those organisations are 
the Netherlands red Cross, Care Netherlands, 
Cordaidii, the red Cross red Crescent Climate 
Centre, and wetlands International. 

the vision of the pfr alliance is that disaster risk 
reduction (Drr) and climate change adaptation 
(CCa) need to be combined with ecosystem 
management and restoration (emr), in order to 
significantly boost people’s resilience - people’s 
ability to withstand present and future shocks 
in their environment - and that this is critical to 
help them escape from poverty. with co-funding 
from the Dutch ministry of foreign affairs, the 
transcontinental PfR programme entitled “Climate-
Smart Disaster Risk Reduction” (2011-2015) will 
make this vision a reality in ethiopia, Kenya, uganda, 
mali, guatemala, Nicaragua, India, Indonesia and 
the philippines.

  AIMS AND STRATEGIES OF THE 
PROGRAMME

the pfr alliance will work both with people in the 
countryside and with urban slum-dwellers, in areas 
with disaster risk and environmental degradation 
aggravated by climate change. the focus is on three 
key areas:

1. Strengthening community resilience, working 
on disaster preparedness and early warning, 
livelihood security, poverty reduction, preventing 
environmental degradation and protection of water 
resources. adding to household-level measures, the 
pfr will engage in emr to ensure the resilience of 
landscapes too.

2. Empowering civil society organisations (CSOs) 
working on Drr, and strengthening cooperation 
between government, knowledge centres and non-
governmental actors.

3. the pfr alliance seeks to create a policy context 
which is more conducive to Drr, CCa and emr at 
the local, national and international level through 
policy dialogue.

ClImAte-smArt dIsAster rIsk reduCtIon - 
A new PArtnershIP For resIlIenCei 
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i  This article is based on the brochure 
of the ‘Partners for Resilience’ 
alliance (May 2011)

ii  catholic organization for Relief & 
Development Aid

iii  Quote from cordaid’s DRR policy 
advisor, Sasja Kamil

iv  Quote from Pieter van eijk of 
Wetlands international

v  For more information, please 
contact Mrs Sasja Kamil (DRR 
policy advisor and PfR coordinator) 
via sasja.kamil@cordaid.nl
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to endorse the Principles of Partnership (PoP)ii. 
they agreed to base their relationship with each 
other on the principles of equality, transparency, 
a results-oriented approach, responsibility and 
complementarity, and to implement these principles 
throughout their own organisations.
significant progress has been achieved, but major 
gaps between stated intentions and reality still 
remain. Humanitarian partnership will be more 
effective, achieve significant results and reach more 
people in need, once a higher quality of coordination, 
better and fairer funding arrangements and the 
de-politicisation of aid is achieved.  

   COORDINATION MEETING OR A TRIBUNE 
FOR SElF-PROMOTION?

good coordination is a massive task which 
can only work if all parties involved do their 
share of work so every organisation should be 
made more accountable for its contribution 
to overall coordination. moreover, building 
a solid ground for an effective partnership in 
coordination requires trust. However, trust is too 
often undermined by organisational interests 
and agendas, poor coordination meetings, self-
promotion, unwillingness to coordinate and 
a “planting the flag” approach. Coordination 
meetings are commonly used for mere information 
exchange, with each organisation promoting its 
own activities. Instead, cluster meetingsiii should 
be used for planning, identifying gaps, resources 
management and risk mitigation. they need a 
solid agenda with fewer but clearer topics leading 
to productive discussions led by a strong and 
respected chairperson. moreover, decentralised 
coordination mechanisms could be more effective 
than national ones; they would gather fewer 
organisations but with greater knowledge of the 
local area, and discussions would be more precise 
and adapted to populations’ needs. 

   CHANNEllING FUNDS THROUGH FEWER 
ENTITIES CREATES… BOTTlENECKS 
AND CONGESTION

the humanitarian sector is highly competitive 
and with an increasing number of crises and 
expectations for large scale responses, getting 
funds is subject to fierce competition. the trend 
over the past decade towards the consolidation 
of humanitarian funding streams into shared, 
centralised funding mechanisms has theoretically 
simplified the process of project funding for all 
actors involved. In practice, these mechanisms 
(such as pooled funds, Common Humanitarian 
funds, consolidated appeals, etc.) are often uN-led 
and uN centric and result in a very unbalanced 
share of resources between partners- even if some 

the scale and dramatic images of recent 
disasters such as the tsunami (2005), Haiti 

earthquake (2010), pakistan floods (2010) and 
Horn of africa (2011) have led to increased 
scepticism about humanitarian actors’ capacity to 
better coordinate assistance to disaster-affected 
populations. Despite major progress, the public 
perception of uncoordinated humanitarian 
assistance remains prevalent and the sector 
continues to be judged mainly on its response to 
highly mediatised crises. this perception has been 
also fed by the conclusions of numerous field 
evaluation reports. 
success in improving humanitarian response 
relies heavily on the relationship between two 
major actors: the united Nations agencies and 
Ngos. both play a prominent role in delivering 
humanitarian assistance, in addition to the red 
Cross, governments, local communities and donors.

   “COMPlEMENTARITy” RATHER 
THAN COMPETITION

the uN works to orchestrate the best possible 
humanitarian environment of intervention. In 
particular uNoCHai has a vital role in convening 
coordination forums, developing cluster strategies 
and being the principal interlocutor of the 
humanitarian community with host governments. 
effective uN leadership is thus critical for the 
collective success of the humanitarian community 
and needs to be supported and strengthened. 
Ngos on the other hand do what they are 
best at: delivering assistance to individuals and 
communities. Due to their operational capacity, 
engagement with local communities, quick 
decision-making processes, highly mobile teams 
and less bureaucratic procedures, Ngos are often 
the first actors to engage in relief activities. their 
commitment to principles, such as independence, 
non-discrimination and neutrality, enables them to 
transcend geographical, political and administrative 
boundaries and get access to the most vulnerable 
populations. also in the immediate aftermath 
of a crisis and in early recovery planning and 
implementation, Ngos remain crucial actors. 
marrying these comparative strengths into 
a coherent and efficient action (as opposed to 
cultivating competition) has been a major challenge 
for years, but it is essential for effective aid.

  THE PRINCIPlES ON PAPER 
VERSUS THE REAlITy

the need to work better together has been 
recognised by both the uN and Ngos and efforts 
have been made to set groundwork for it. at the 
Global Humanitarian Platform in July 2007, leaders 
of uN agencies, INgos, national Ngos and the 
red Cross/red Crescent movement came together 

PArtnershIPs between ngos And un AgenCIes: 
beyond the words 
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aCf thus advocates strongly for a separation 
between political and humanitarian agendas. In 
contrast, the UN has embarked on an “integrated 
approach” in some countries, with the aim of 
streamlining peace support processes and channel 
all uN resources towards one common goal. 
this implies that there are strong links between 
political, military and other uN components, 
leading to a perception of politicised aid (using aid 
for geopolitical and security purposes rather than 
saving lives). this uN integrated approach puts 
a lot of pressure on the uN-Ngo partnership, 
particularly in contexts like somalia. after all, to 
ally with a politically perceived organisation in 
these highly politicised contexts does not help 
to improve acceptance by all conflict parties 
and might well result in increased security risks 
for the Ngo teams on the ground. In these 
circumstances, a close operational partnership 
between uN and Ngos is simply not possible. 
on the other hand, whilst independence is critical, 
too much distinctiveness should not prevent 
coordination in another context where partnership 
is possible.
In this sense, uNoCHa’s role becomes even more 
important: they need to prevent the politicisation 
of aid and defend the respect of humanitarian 
principles. 

   CONClUSION
Ngos and uN agencies need to better embrace 
their differences and understand that it is precisely 
these comparative advantages that will contribute 
to coherent, flexible and effective humanitarian 
responses. Diversity should be accepted, nurtured 
and promoted to create optimal conditions for 
a quality humanitarian assistance adapted to 
each population’s needs and not dictated by 
some organisations’ particular expertise or public 
relations’ objectives. 
If we want the humanitarian community to be fit to 
operate effectively and meet the needs of affected 
populations, the commitment to the principles of 
partnership between the uN and Ngos has to 
go beyond words; a great step forward would be 
achieved with higher quality coordination driven 
by results, a review of funding arrangements, and 
a clear stand for a de-politicisation of aid. 
then ultimately the effectiveness of international 
humanitarian aid and its perception by the media, 
public opinion and most importantly by local 
communities will gain in confidence and trust.

Jean-Michel Grand
Executive Director

Action Against Hunger UK
VOICE Board member

www.actionagainsthunger.org.uk

of these did make some progress in improving 
operational coordination and donor alignment. 
Donors should thus push for more transparent 
and accountable funding arrangements driven by 
results, leading to better uN-Ngo partnership.
real application of the principle of equality in 
partnership is essential. In administering these 
funds, the uN should ensure that prioritisation and 
allocation is based on the assessed capability of 
actors to deliver aid effectively. Currently funding is 
often perceived as going straight to uN agencies at 
levels disproportionate to their own implementation 
capabilities, rather than valuing and utilising Ngos’ 
presence and capacity. 
In addition, these mechanisms are often not 
adapted to the timeliness needed for sudden 
onset disasters. while channelling most of the 
funds through a few entities may be perceived 
as reducing administrative costs, it also creates 
bottlenecks in funding allocation. the uN’s 
performance in administering funds to Ngos 
has proved extremely problematic, with rigid 
systems, slow-moving decisions, requirements not 
adapted to emergencies and incoherence between 
countries, with country representatives developing 
their own interpretations of procedures. It can 
take months before a contract is signed with no 
retroactive eligibility of costs, leaving the Ngo 
either to bear the financial risk or, as is very often 
the case, leading to a delay in assistance to the 
populations in need. 
lastly, there are inconsistencies between costs that 
the uN fund for themselves but do not want to 
fund for Ngos (e.g. expat salaries), which also 
contribute to a strong feeling of unfairness among 
Ngos. these issues could easily be addressed by 
better transparency, fairer contractual conditions 
and streamlining of decision-making during 
emergencies, leading to a timely provision of 
assistance.  

   THERE CANNOT BE PARTNERSHIP 
WITH POlITICISED AID

finally and potentially most importantly, a good 
partnership relies on mutual respect and acceptance 
of differences. 
working in conflict situations is extremely 
challenging. Ngos have to negotiate with armed 
groups to get access to the populations that 
need assistance. these negotiations are often very 
difficult- certainly because the word ‘humanitarian’ 
is not always positively perceived as many military 
and political interventions are described as 
‘humanitarian’. Certainly in these difficult contexts, 
the respect of an Ngo to key principles such as 
independence and neutrality can prove critical 
to the acceptance of the Ngo on the group’s 
territory.
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i   The UN office for the coordination 
of Humanitarian Affairs

ii   www.globalhumanitarianplatform.
org/pop 

iii   in follow-up of the evaluation of 
the tsunami response, it was decided 
to set up clusters in crises affected 
countries to improve coordination 
between agencies working in the 
same sector (e.g. health, shelter etc.).
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and respects the mandates, charters or statutes 
of the other and by recognising the specificity 
of each other’s contribution to the humanitarian 
action. Parties carry out their roles in the 
execution of actions funded by the European 
Union preserving their freedom and autonomy 
and assuming their responsibilities…” 

If we focus on terminology, a partnership is “an 
arrangement where parties agree to cooperate 
to advance their mutual interests”. the fpa 
underlines the notions of equality and respect 
between partners and includes the idea of 
common interest. 

“…RECOGNISING THE SPECIFICITy OF 
EACH OTHER’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
HUMANITARIAN ACTION…”

In general, most models of cooperation over 
the past 25 years have been based on the 
concept of relations rooted in recognition of 
each other’s specificity and role. Ideas around 
what partners should or should not share as a 
result are fundamentally influenced by the fact 
that the donor does not intervene in the field as 
an implementing agency. 

Dg eCHo goes beyond this principle: the partner 
that benefits from eCHo funding must operate 
on the field without intermediates. therefore Dg 
eCHo does not participate in the united Nations 
“pooled funds” which first collects funds in a 
centralised ‘pot’ to be allocated at a later stage. 

these core principles and the fpa as a regulatory 
document give a certain legitimacy to the 
relation of partnership between Ngos and Dg 
eCHo. everyone’s role is clearly defined. the 
funding entity and the implementing agency 
share a common objective: bringing relief to the 
most vulnerable populations. In the field or at 
brussels HQ level, Dg eCHo technical advisers 
and Ngos share the same objective and speak 
the same language. this common representation 
of aid is further reinforced by the fact that 
many eCHo staff members have previously 
worked in Ngos. assisted by partners’ analyses, 
eCHo also publicly raises awareness of affected 
populations’ needs, both in massive natural 
disasters or in forgotten crises. 

Keeping a balanced partnership is not possible 
without each actor showing mutual respect and 
trying to understand the other’s position and 
approach to humanitarian aid. Dg eCHo is not 
a “cash machine” and its partners recognise 
that eCHo staff do their best to comply with 
the “humanitarian principles” defined in the 

In 2005, the united Nations initiated its 
humanitarian reform process to improve 

the effectiveness of the global aid system - 
notably during major crises such as the tsunami 
in south east asia in 2004. It launched a 
“three pillars” strategy based on coordination, 
funding and the cluster approach. participating 
Ngos decided to further this reform process by 
adding a fourth pillar which included the five 
“principles of partnership”: equality, transparency, 
result-oriented approach, responsibility and 
complementarity. these principles were approved 
by uN agencies, Ngos and red Cross at the 
2007 global Humanitarian platform.

The concept of “partnership” has been 
mentioned so many times over the past years 
in the context of multilateral cooperation, from 
european union meetings (Dg eCHoi, Dg 
Devco/ europeaidii) to united Nations or bilateral 
consultations, that in many ways it has lost its 
essential meaning. used in a simplistic way, it 
tends to conceal the down-to-earth reality which 
has to take into account financial dependency. 

However with a reasonable amount of idealism, 
we may consider that partnerships between 
Ngos and institutional donors are not just about 
organisations looking for money and donors 
happy to “give it away”; and that humanitarian 
aid is not necessarily driven by the political 
interests of the institution, whether it is a state 
or an international organisation. this article 
takes a specific look at how this applies to the 
relationship of the european Commission with its 
Ngo humanitarian aid partners.

 PARTNERSHIP ACCORDING TO DG ECHO

the humanitarian aid department of the 
european Commission, Dg eCHo, is one of the 
most important donors of humanitarian aid, with 
more than 1 billion euro spent via “partners” in 
2010. since 1992, Dg eCHo has been signing 
framework partnership agreements (fpa) 
with selected organisations that implement 
humanitarian aid. Its cooperation relationships 
are currently regulated by the 4th such fpa. 

the fpa connects Dg eCHo and its potential 
partners by laying out the key aspects of 
partnership. It emphasises the nature of the 
bond between these parties and describes their 
relationship. It gives precision on what should be 
expected from such a partnership. according to 
the fpa, “…the Parties undertake to promote 
and consolidate their relationship and their 
co-operation by ensuring that each one knows 

PArtnershIP between ngos 
And InstItutIonAl donors
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associated with running eCHo-funded projects. 
eCHo remains the donor widely considered 
by Ngos to be the most difficult to work with 
in terms of administrative requirements, a fact 
which can be a barrier to accessing funding for 
some potential implementing partners, and is 
potentially an impediment to the efficiency of 
aid delivery.

of course, there are some positives to 
administrative rigour required by donors. for 
example the regular in-depth audits (as required 
for each eCHo project) can help to improve 
the partners’ modes of action. beyond the 
financial disallowances of their audited grants, 
the recommendations audits issue may be 
considered as contributions towards supporting 
organisations to optimise their managing 
processes. 

the practical implementation of the partnership 
is discussed in a working group, namely the 
“FPA Watch Group”. This working group 
currently gathers thirty-nine european Ngo 
eCHo partners under VoICe’s facilitation and 
is the ideal lab to explore the functioning of the 
“partnership”. Through this recognised structure 
of cooperation and dialogue, the “Framework 
Partnership Agreement” becomes tangible, as 
constant dialogue and negotiations over practical 
implementation of rules lead to an eCHo-Ngo 
partnership that has real implications for practice 
in the field. while, as in any partnership, the 
outcomes may be a compromise between the 
requests of either party, still the possibility to 
operate in a culture of partnership can bring 
satisfaction rather than pessimism and frustration 
(which can be linked to a no-dialogue situation).

the eCHo model is crucial, not only because 
eCHo is an important humanitarian donor 
worldwide but also because the model can be 
transposed and adapted by member states to 
structure their own approach to bilateral aid. 

partnership entails that the donor and the Ngo 
are both willing to go along the same road 
which entails more than just finance. It takes 
efforts from both sides to maintain the spirit of 
partnership but it clearly contributes to better aid 
for the affected populations.

laurent Bacos
Head of Public and Institutional Donors Department

Médecins du Monde France
http://www.medecinsdumonde.org/

Member of the FPA Watch Group

good Humanitarian Donorship initiativeiii, signed 
in 2003. on the other hand, eCHo must 
allow Ngos to keep their right of initiative, 
i.e. to elaborate propositions of interventions 
corresponding to their own organisation’s 
mandate and strategy, to maintain these positive 
dynamics. 

Institutional donor funding is essential. but a 
donor’s role is not limited to bringing money 
to the table. even Ngos that benefit from 
substantial funding from private donors due to 
strong marketing strategies may benefit from 
working with public donors to broaden their 
scope of action and increase their technical 
knowledge, as donors have high standards and 
can give expert assistance. In addition to funding 
and expertise, signing a contract with a major 
donor such as the european union ensures 
Ngos significant visibility. after all, donor 
departments work in close cooperation with 
political representatives in other departments 
that may be receptive to the advocacy efforts 
of Ngos. as such, the donor’s political and 
financial influence increases the impact of the 
message that Ngos want to spread. these 
direct relations with influent institutional donors 
are thus necessary for Ngos to avoid getting 
isolated in the humanitarian sphere- however, at 
the same time, Ngos should make sure not to 
become dependent on grants from these donors 
through an imbalanced relationship.

while this article focuses on Dg eCHo as a 
donor, the fpa scheme is obviously not the only 
partnership model that exists. other structures 
of action may emerge. Donors may act as 
implementing agencies themselves for example, 
as uN agencies do in practice when they allocate 
pooled funding to their own operations. 

  CONSUlTATION lEADING TO 
IMPROVEMENTS AND REAl PARTNERSHIP

of course building and maintaining a partnership 
can be quite resource intense, requiring time, 
commitment and systematic exchange of 
information. partnership relations may have an 
administrative burden for both sides, a fact 
which Dg eCHo acknowledges, but which 
could still be addressed further. while european 
donors, including the Commission, agreed in the 
2007 european Consensus on Humanitarian aid 
to “continue efforts to streamline and simplify 
procedures for humanitarian aid in order to reduce 
the administrative burden on implementing 
organizations”iv,in practice Ngos have seen a 
continued increase in information requirements 
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i   DG ecHo is the humanitarian 
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ii  DG DeVco is the development 
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commission.

iii  www.goodhumanitariandonorship.
org 

iv  european consensus on 
Humanitarian Aid, article 94.
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of the calls for humanitarian aid (Ha) follow 
the same principle of competitive tendering as 
development, with specific deadlines and strict 
requirements in proposal development and 
expenditure justification, despite being projects 
that are very different in nature and which 
need quicker responses. there are, however, 
also good examples with regards to funding 
amounts and flexibility, such as the basque 
government, the Catalonian government and 
the Castile la mancha government. the first 
two have developed long-term agreements for 
Ha, which can finance a predefined framework 
for action in the case of an emergency occurs.

In general, there is a need to increase budget 
allocation for Ha activities. political will for this 
exists, so as a general rule, most decentralized 
donors establish a percentage of the annual 
development cooperation budget to go to 
Ha (usually 7%-10%). In practice though, 
they don’t always meet these percentages. 
moreover, in the current economic crisis, the 
budget cuts in Ha are deeper (37% less in 
2009 than in 2008) than in development (4% 
decrease in the same period)iv.

for Intermón oxfamv, Ha is a priority area of 
our work, with permanent teams in 9 countries 
(Chad, sudan, ethiopia, burkina, ecuador, Haiti, 
Dominican republic, Nicaragua and paraguay) 
responsible for programmes supporting 
interventions water & sanitation, food security 
and disaster preparedness. between 2007 and 
2011, an average of 10 million € per year 
has been dedicated to Ha, which came from 
national and international institutional funders, 
with the longterm trend being upward. on 
average 12% of the funding in this period 
came from Decentralised Cooperation. faced 
with the current difficult financial situation 
and relying on constant communication with 
the decentralized donors, our efforts are now 
focused on working with them to improve 
their understanding of the challenges and limits 
of Ha and thus on improving the tools of 
Decentralised Cooperation for financing Ha.

Jorge de Ory Murga
Head of Decentralised Donors Funding 

Intermón Oxfam
www.IntermonOxfam.org

“Decentralised Cooperation” is the name 
for the oDa (official Development 

assistance) which is managed by spanish public 
administrations other than the central 
government. In practice, these are the 17 
administrative regions of spain (called 
autonomous Communities, aCs) as well as 
other lower levels of administration (city 
councils, provincial delegations, etc.).

In the 80’s, decentralised cooperation only 
accounted for 2% of all of spanish oDa. 
this proportion increased significantly following 
civil society lobbying in 1995 in support of 
the allocation of 0.7% of the gross Domestic 
product to international cooperation.

Currently, spain is the country with the highest 
rate of decentralised aid in their total oDa in 
comparison to other oeCD-DaCi members. 
moreover, the decentralised administrations 
channel the greatest percentage of their oDa 
through Ngos (66% from aCs and 52% of 
lower levels of administration, versus 6% from 
the central spanish governmentii). However, 
this tendency has been disrupted in recent 
years due to the economic crisis, which has led 
many aCs to decrease or, in some cases, even 
suspend this support.

for Intermón oxfam, working with decentralized 
donors provides an excellent opportunity 
to advocate for critical humanitarian issues 
(e.g. impact of climate change on vulnerable 
populations, forgotten crises, need for 
disaster preparedness), as well as to diversify 
our potential donors. to qualify for this kind 
of decentralised funding, the Ngo must be 
actively present in the autonomous or municipal 
territories, which an organisation like Intermón 
oxfam is able to guarantee. 

However, this diversification of donors 
requires a big effort from the Ngos in terms 
of management due to the multitude of 
geographical and thematic priorities as well as 
different regulations and formats imposed by 
each administration. thanks to the coordinated 
work of various stakeholders in the sector, 
certain initiatives have been created in recent 
years to unify criteria.

some areas still need further improvement 
thoughiii, such as the lack of flexibility in the 
funding granted by decentralised donors. many 

PArtnershIP wIth sPAnIsh deCentrAlIsed 
donors For humAnItArIAn AId
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‘ For intermón 
oxfam, working 

with decentralized 
donors provides an 

excellent opportunity 
to advocate for critical 

humanitarian issues 
as well as to diversify 
our potential donors’

i  Development Assistance committee
ii  Report from the NGDo 

coordinator – españa sobre el sector 
de las oNGD.Madrid, coNGDe, 
2010

iii  La iniciativa de la GHD en la 
cooperación Descentralizada. 
Madrid, intermón oxfam and 
iecAH, 2010.

iv  La acción humanitaria en 2009-
2010: en esas estábamos cuando 
tembló Haití. Madrid, iecAH, 
2010.

v  intermón oxfam is a member of the 
oxfam Humanitarian consortium.
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 CHAllENGES OF WORKING TOGETHER

aiming at supporting economic development for 
people coming straight from IDp camps was not often 
done before, so it meant a search for the appropriate 
approach. bi-annual evaluations resulted in timely 
adjustments to the programme if necessary. from the 
perspective of an Ngo these evaluations were certainly 
a challenge, demanding considerable flexibility from 
field staff as well as a lot of follow-up afterwards in 
explanation. 

the challenges of the cooperation between the two 
parties were not so much in the technical aspects, but 
rather in the ways of work. for example, the private 
partner wanted to proceed fast, which sometimes 
proved not to be effective, while the Ngo wanted to 
oversee all community issues and avoid risks, resulting 
in slowing the pace. this caused friction now and then. 
as they were not always aware of these differences, 
it took a lot of time until true common understanding 
was reached. In this respect, the evaluation meetings 
were also instrumental.

 COMPlEMENTARy STRENGTHS

Zoa’s experience in providing basic services created the 
circumstances for people to return to their homesteads, 
and the experience in community work provided a 
starting point for agriculture from scratch. 

there was a strong emphasis on learning, made 
possible by mwH funding: staff were told to do 
anything in the best possible way, even if it came at 
a financial cost. this is contradictory to other projects 
which usually have to keep costs to a minimum. 

the long term commitment of mwH is very positive. 
there is no fixed end date, contrary to the fixed 
duration of grants that Ngos usually have to work 
with. beneficiaries saw the same people returning again 
and again, which built up trust and motivation. last but 
not least, mwH is willing to stay as long as needed, 
and in doing so, will make it easier for Zoa to exit the 
area when stability in the region has returned.

so certainly, if two parties succeed in overcoming 
differences in mindset, the best of both worlds can 
come togetheriii.

Els Sytsma
Communication Officer

ZOA
www.zoa-international.com

“An entrepreneur is a man of enterprise. But 
where to start when there is nothing to start 

with? Many refugees and IDPsi find themselves in 
such a situation.” Hans Joosse, social investor and 
founder of the mwH foundation in the Netherlands, 
has a long term commitment to Northern uganda. 
“I believe that economic development is the 
only way for sustainable poverty eradication.” 
that is how Zoa, a Dutch Ngo, and mwH, a 
Dutch foundation supporting sustainable economic 
development in east africa, found each other in 
2007. the starting point for both mwH and Zoa 
was that economic development is a prerequisite 
as well as a stimulus for regaining stability. willing 
to use each others’ strengths for the benefit of 
returning IDps, they had to overcome quite some 
differences in the way of working. 

  SUPPORTING IDP RETURN

to facilitate the return of IDps to their original 
home areas in Northern uganda, Zoa started 
programmes supporting food security, water 
and sanitation as well as education. Zoa also 
implemented a ‘voucher for work’ programme, 
in which groups of farmers did community work 
and received vouchers for agricultural inputs in 
return. these farmer groups formed the basis for 
the agribusiness Chain Development programme 
developed together by Zoa and mwHii. the focus 
was on enhancing productivity and facilitating 
market entry through a “farmer field school” 
approach. an important element of the approach 
is that people develop themselves, instead of 
being developed by ‘western charities’ - which 
excludes free hand-outs to these groups. given the 
post-conflict situation, extra attention was paid to 
social themes like conflict resolution, leadership and 
mutual trust. mwH’s and Zoa’s different expertise 
were complementary for such a project. 

out of these farmer groups some commercial 
farmers are already emerging. since Zoa has no 
mandate to ‘go commercial’, mwH decided to 
divide the programme in two: continuing with 
Zoa, focusing on smallholders in a food security 
programme, but also with mwH uganda trust, 
focusing on commercial farmers. In 2011, a small 
group of 87 farmers, the ‘early adopters’, started 
to work towards commercial farming, and this 
group now already expanded to 173 members. the 
programme is still developing, currently working 
on a service centre for commercial farming. the 
early adopters are positive examples for other 
farmers - gaining knowledge, experiencing working 
with different crops, cooperating in storage and 
marketing, etc. all of this contributes to better 
income for families and more stable communities. 

eConomIC deVeloPment From sCrAtCh: CooPerAtIon 
between relIeF orgAnIsAtIons And PrIVAte PArtners In A 
Post-ConFlICt AreA. An exAmPle From northern ugAndA. 
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‘ Willing to use each 
others’ strengths 

for the benefit of 
returning iDPs, ZoA 

and MWH had to 
overcome quite some 

differences in the way 
of working.’ 

i  internally Displaced Persons
ii  Linked to the agriculture-for-

development agenda in the World 
Bank Development Report 2008

iii  For more information, please 
contact ewout Suithoff (Head 
of Fundraising, education and 
communication Department at 
ZoA) at e.suithoff@zoa.nl )
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•  Everybody talks about partnership. What 
does partnership mean for you? 

the power of partnership is that it makes 
the whole bigger than the sum of its parts. 
In the humanitarian field that means that 
fewer people die and suffer from conflicts 
and disasters because together we are better 
equipped to meet the needs of the affected 
people. partnership means that we work so well 
together that we can anticipate tragedies and 
when a disaster does hit, we deploy to relieve 
people’s suffering. the world is changing in 
the direction of more frequent disasters and 
at the same time resources are not growing 
fast enough and that makes the question of 
partnership even more important to us.

•  DG ECHOii works with humanitarian 
partners. How do you see the relationship 
between NGOs and DG ECHO? 

I have been very fortunate to have seen the 
activities of our Ngo and uN partners in 
many places around the world. seeing our 
partners’ work has demonstrated beyond 
any doubt the value of diversity of partners 
because no conflict, no disaster is the same. In 
different environments different partners have 
comparative advantages, because they have 
been on the ground for a long time and they 
have adapted themselves to the local conditions. 
for example, in the south of Kyrgyzstan fighting 
erupted between Kyrgyz and uzbeks, in an 
area where not a lot of Ngos were active. but 
aCteD and ICrC were present. they were 
already there, working with local communities 
and they had their trust. as a result, they were 
able to help the affected people within a day. 

last year alone we in eCHo, through our 
partners, have touched the lives of 140 million 
people in their most dire moment of need. we 
have been able to do this only because we have 
this family of nearly 200 partners and they can 
be activated overnight, they can increase their 
work when the call comes. the diversity of 
eCHo partners is what makes eCHo capable 
of making a fast response to crisis and disasters 
around the world. 

•  Any major crisis, like Libya, requires 
coordination within the European 
Commission and with the European 
External Action Service (EEAS), especially 

with Commissioner Piebalgs and HR 
Ashton. Given that the EEAS has been 
operational for almost a year now, how 
has the coordination developed over time?

there is a positive trend in the coordination. 
with every crisis we build the body of precedents 
that demonstrates how we can protect the 
neutrality, impartiality and independence of 
humanitarian aid and how at the same time 
we can have a coordination mechanism that 
allows the delivery to be more effective. the 
libya crisis was a very good example. In libya 
the eCHo humanitarian team was the first to 
be in benghazi, misrata and tripoli. we dealt 
with the humanitarian aspects of the crisis and 
for the political side there was a crisis platform.

we made our own decisions independently 
but shared our notes with the crisis platform. 
we can see this working very well now also 
in Horn of africa. I am very much aware 
that people were anxious in the beginning to 
know how the coordination would work but 
I can see genuinely that we have retained the 
humanitarian principles. I would appreciate 
if VoICe and the Ngo community would 
continue to observe the developments and 
would give us feedback as the process of setting 
up the eeas continues.

with Commissioner piebalgs we have excellent 
relations. we have set our eyes on two priorities 
for cooperation: linking relief, rehabilitation 
and Development and Disaster risk reduction. 
I must say that this engagement between the 
humanitarian world and the development world 
is long overdue. In my heart I believe that we 
owe it to people to be more effective in bringing 
relief and development. we have to invest more 
in resilience, because the only way we can 
reduce humanitarian suffering in the future, is 
by helping communities to be more resilient to 
disasters and conflicts. there is no other way.

•  There are increasingly calls for reaching out 
to other actors which can be involved in 
disaster response, such as civil protection, 
the military and the private sector. How far 
should we go in our engagement?

a decision has been made to bring together 
humanitarian aid and civil protection in 
one institutional arrangement within the 
Commission. It has proven to be the right 
decision because it allows us to bring help in 

Kristalina georgieva 
became the eu 
Commissioner 
for International 
Cooperation, 
Humanitarian aid and 
Crisis response in the 
beginning of 2010. she 
has been very active 
in this portfolio during 
her first year, leading 
to the unprecedented 
honour of being named 
european Commissioner 
of the year as well as 
european of the yeari.

this interview by Inge 
brees (VoICe) took place 
in the Commissioner’s 
office on 15 september 
2011.
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i  www.europeanvoice.com/
article/2010/11/georgieva-named-
european-of-the-year/69583.aspx 

ii  The humanitarian aid department 
of the european commission

iii  eUFoR stands for european 
Union Force, which is a generic 
name for planned or implemented 
eU military operations.

iv  United Nations office for the 
coordination of Humanitarian 
Affairs

a more efficient manner. last year this was 
demonstrated in the pakistan floods and this 
year in the libya crisis.

these crises have shown us that there can be 
compatibility between the two, provided that we 
are mindful of different skills and comparative 
advantages. we have a very strong body 
of humanitarian expertise in the Commission 
and there has not been even a hint of a risk 
that civil protection could somehow overtake 
the principled approach to humanitarian aid. 
on the contrary, what we have seen is that 
the principled approach to humanitarian aid 
is the platform on which we provide in-kind 
assistance from the civil protection side as well.

a more complex environment which involves 
military participation is trickier. but so far we have 
succeeded in europe in retaining the principled 
approach. take the libya case as an example; 
an euforiii operation was conceptualized but 
with a very clear conditionality that it would 
only be activated if oCHaiv called for it, and 
oCHa did not. but we have to recognise 
that there are, and there will be, cases where 
military assets are necessary either to help with 
relief efforts or with protection, or both. the 
military engagement can only work if it is under 
civilian oversight and if oCHa’s mandate is 
retained. In europe, the majority of member 
states have a very mature approach to the role 
of the military and I am very impressed by our 
defence ministers. the vast majority of them 
are genuinely convinced that in a humanitarian 
crisis, they come as a last resort and they come 
under the leadership of civilians. It is important 
for the humanitarian community to praise them 
when they do this. 

•  In the framework of the on-going 
discussions on the long term EU budget, 
which issues are the most pertinent ones 
to preserve and to watch?

on the financial side, we clearly need a provision 
of humanitarian aid that is proportional to needs; 
and the needs are growing, unfortunately with 
a speed that we are not able to follow. but even 
more important is the flexibility we are asking 
to be built into the emergency aid reserve. 
we are asking for a bigger cushion, because 
you never know which disaster may strike, and 
we are asking for a carry-over of the reserve 
for one year into the next. that flexibility of 

the reserve would make a huge difference in 
europe’s capability to respond to needs.

•  You have regularly stressed the importance 
of Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR), including 
recently with regards to the famine in the 
Horn of Africa. Where should DRR funding 
come from?

we have made a conscious decision to invest 
a part of our humanitarian budget in Drr 
because we believe that it is paramount for 
disaster-prone communities to look at it as a 
humanitarian issue.

take the Horn of africa; there is a community 
in Kenya where eCHo has invested, collectively 
with the local authorities and partners, in 
drought preparedness. this community suffered 
much less than the others; for example, the 
acute malnutrition rates among children are half 
of the level in the neighbouring provinces. so 
we will continue to do this.

eCHo invests somewhere between 7 and 10 
percent of our humanitarian aid budget to 
disaster preparedness. but we cannot move 
Drr only with humanitarian money. It is the 
right thing to do but it is not good enough. 
the bulk of the money has to come from 
development and it has to come from the 
countries themselves.
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InseCurIty hAmPers relIeF AId
In yemen 

           f I e l D  f o C u s  

the main priority for the humanitarian 
community today is to regain acceptable security 
conditions in order to access populations in 
need. However, given the recent spectacular 
escalation of violence in sanaa, one can be 
pessimistic in this regard. In this context, 
triangle g H is leading some local assessments 
in accessible areas in order to be ready to 
intervene for emergency and/or rehabilitation 
programs as soon as the security situation 
allows.

Félicie Monneret
Deputy Desk Officer Central African Republic, 

Republic of the Congo, Sudan and yemen 
Triangle G H

www.trianglegh.org

Considered as the poorest country of the arabian 
peninsula, the republic of yemen is composed 
of strong tribes, between which alliances 
govern the main power struggle of the country. 
the severe political destabilization which 
started at the beginning of 2011 exacerbated 
existing historic rivalries in this fragile country. 
the current repression of protestors led by 
governmental forces is causing very violent 
clashes with the opposition. the opposition 
is composed of: 1) youth movements; 2) an 
important part of the national army which 
quit the government months agoi; 3) the 
powerful Hashid tribal federation headed by 
sadiq al-ahmar; and 4) part of the historical 
opposition party al-Islah. Very intense clashes 
continue at the time of writing, notably in the 
very centre of the capital sanaa.

In this destabilised context, the humanitarian 
situation of the local population is deteriorating 
month after month. serious shortages in the 
cities and the rural areas over the past months 
have resulted in a strong price increase for basic 
goods. the restricted access to food products 
is further amplified by the low production 
from local farmers this yearii. some of the 
civilian population are also direct victims of the 
insecurity; tens of thousands of new internally 
displaced persons (IDps) left their attacked 
villages, notably in southern yemen.

Insecurity also threatens the humanitarian 
community; even if humanitarian organisations 
do not seem to be targeted as such, they 
are victims of well-organised armed groups 
taking advantage of the very unclear situation 
in the country. In this context the risks for 
humanitarian workers increase dramatically and 
most Ngos are not able to develop emergency 
operations responding to the new humanitarian 
needs.

present in the country since 1998, triangle g 
H condemns the kidnapping and detention of 
three of its staff in Hadramout governorate since 
28 may 2011. this major incident obviously 
reduces the capacity of the organisation to 
develop new operations in the country- though 
existing programs are still ongoing, managed by 
national teams which are supported by triangle 
g H staff through remote management.

‘ The main stake for 
the humanitarian 

community today is 
to regain acceptable 

security conditions 
in order to access 

populations in need.’  
 

i  1st Armoured Division under 
General Ali Moshen.

ii  Rapid food security assessment in 
Tihama plane: majority of lands not 
cultivated because of low rains and 
not even ploughed because of fuel 
shortages. (Triangle G H, August 
2011).
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  VOICE Board meets with the new Director-General of ECHO - On July 11 the VOICE Board met 
with Claus sørensen, who had just taken up his position. the VoICe board briefed mr. sørensen 
on VOICE’s objectives and priorities and raised attention to improving the coherence of “Linking 
Relief, Rehabilitation and Development” activities inside the Commission and better addressing 
Disaster risk reduction in the new eu budget for 2014-2020. the Director general expressed his 
belief in civil society involvement in developing Community policy and anticipated a productive 
partnership with the VoICe network. 

  Increasing dialogue with EU member states - In order to influence eu policies, being active at 
member state level is essential. In June, Dutch VOICE members and  secretariat met with the 
Dutch ministry of foreign affairs to exchange on eu humanitarian policy issues, stressing the need 
for a humanitarian strategy which is linked to the european Consensus on Humanitarian aid. 
VoICe also engages with the humanitarian experts of member states through the Council 
working party on Humanitarian aid and food aid (CoHafa). During the first six months of the 
year, VoICe maintained a close dialogue with the Hungarian presidency, who invited VoICe 
member oxfam to give a presentation to CoHafa members. oxfam stressed the need for 
humanitarian aid to be driven by needs assessments and not by geopolitical or security interests, 
while the VoICe Director emphasized that future eu humanitarian funding should remain 
separate from crisis management funding. In July, the Polish presidency invited VOICE to 
participate in a CoHafa meeting focusing on the rapidly deteriorating crisis in the Horn of africa. 
the VoICe Director highlighted the importance of strict adherence to the humanitarian principles 
to secure the access of humanitarian organisations to the affected populations.

  Engaging with other humanitarian stakeholders - VoICe has built up a strong line of contact and 
regular exchange with other humanitarian actors, fostering common understanding and 
cooperation in advocacy where relevant. In may, the VoICe board held its second joint meeting 
with the board of ICVa (International Council of Voluntary agencies) to discuss policy priorities. 
In april, the VoICe programme Coordinator spoke at the brussels launch of the revised sphere 
handbook, an event organised by VoICe member Caritas europa. VoICe emphasized that besides 
being an essential guide for practitioners in implementing quality humanitarian aid, the handbook 
is also a useful example for a wider audience of how humanitarian values and principles are 
operationalised. In addition, the VoICe secretariat strengthened  links with Ngos in slovenia and 
poland. among the topics discussed were funding and the need for humanitarian advocacy.

  VOICE organises successful events on resilience and civil protection - In June, VOICE and its 
member organisation actionaid uK organised a well attended event “From Disaster Risk 
Reduction to Comprehensive Resilience - Towards a Common Understanding” in london. the 
event reflected the growing recognition within the sector that natural disasters are just one of 
many factors driving vulnerability and that building a comprehensive resilience of communities to 
the multiple hazards they face is imperative. the event gathered together  Drr experts from 
Ngos, academia, networks and donors. 

  on the eve of VoICe general assembly in may, VoICe organised an event “European Civil 
Protection: How does it relate to humanitarian aid?”. the presentation and subsequent discussion 
was highly appreciated by the audience as it offered a great opportunity for humanitarian Ngos 
and other stakeholders to engage in a fruitful dialogue with eCHo on the role of civil protection 
in humanitarian crises.

  Towards a European Voluntary Humanitarian Aid Corps - In July, VOICE launched a new position 
paper on the Voluntary Corps. several VoICe member organisations are pleased to be participating 
in one of the pilot projects for the Corps, in a truly european partnership of different agencies. 
VoICe welcomes  the Council’s recognition that the development of the Voluntary Corps should 
not detract from the Commission’s existing humanitarian aid budget, and in particular the 
emphasis on the need for the Corps to have a clear added value.   for more information on the 
Voluntary Corps, please have a look at the dedicated article in this newsletter.

  New information sheet highlights VOICE members’ commitment to quality - VoICe’s recent 
information sheet “Quality in EU Humanitarian Aid - The contribution of the VOICE network” 
presents an overview of quality issues and initiatives related to the sector. In the context of 
increasing humanitarian needs, Ngos remain essential professional actors delivering rapid, 
flexible, context-appropriate humanitarian aid, and continue to lead the pursuit of ever-higher 
standards of quality. 

VoICe At work
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